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keep it in the familywhat the 
heck are you doing 

over there?

remember your 
roots!

you should update

saw this coming 
a mile away

can I go play 
games now?



still in the family?
growth of cutural evolution

GOOGLE SCHOLAR SEARCH (Oct 23)
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a fieldworker’s dialogue with models

e.g. 
estimating 
model 
parameters

strongweak

e.g. inspired by a 
model; theoretical 
holes; other 
concerns 
(measurement)

Me: hey! look what 
parameter m (migration, 
globalization) is doing to 
the world!


Me (again): yeah, but 
look how N (population 
size) influences m, 
scandalous!



cultural complexity
Estimating parameters



cultural complexity
Estimating parameters

one year later…

Henrich (2004)



cultural change
Estimating parameters

Futa Helu

1.  Viliami Tangi
2.  Ofa
3.  Lose
4.  Soni
5.  Latu
6.  Vili Soni
7.  Tavake
8.  Semisi
9.  Vaha

10.  Hakalo
11.  Malaʼe
12.  Soape
13.  Pohiva
14.  Topa (?)
15.  Tevita Palu
16.  Vaki
17.  Hako hako
18.  Sione Vapula

19.  Nauleʼo
20.  Soape
21.  Alameti
22.  Isaiah
23.  Sione Latu
24.  Amanake
25.  Mala Kai
26.  Vili Langi
27.  Lusiane

28.  Paale
29.  Tangi
30.  Fotu
31.  Saia
32.  Nanishe
33.  Tiueti
34.  Tevita
35.  Sione Maile
36.  Tuifua

37.  Mapaʼa
38.  Fili
39.  Mahe
40.  Sione Talanoa
41.  Ofa sita
42.  Manase
43.  Poasi
44.  Siva
45.  Paula Leku

46.  Soeli
47.  Tonga
48.  Lafi Tani
49.  Vaha
50.  Fina
51.  Paea
52.  Peni
53.  Sione Vila
54.  Lipina

55.  Tipalu
56.  Viliami Moa
57.  Manoa
58.  Meletaʼani
59.  Amanake
60.  Taufa
61.  Savou
62.  Lolohea
63.  Inoke

64.  Taani
65.  Pupuahi
66.  Seniseni
67.  Pi
68.  Lose
69.  Alipate
70.  Seta
71.  Sonisolo
72.  Soane

73.  Vaivai
1.  Town Hall
2.  Clinic
3.  Siasi ʻUesiliana
4.  Free Church of 
Tonga
5.  Siasi Māmonga
6.  GPS
7.  Tonga Houʼeiki

8.  Tokai Kolo 
9.  Istitutone
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cultural change
Estimating parameters

Cultural trait x
Possible
values

↵ � q Description

First Sunday 0,1 0.54 0.35 (0.09, 0.66) 0.94 (0.89, 0.98)
Participation in a tradi-
tional Tongan marriage
event.

Make kava 0-3 0.59 0.047 (4.2e-08, 0.37) 2.2 (1.9, 2.4)
How well can you make

kava?

Father’s sister 0,1 0.31 0.012 (1.1e-14,0.13) 0.93 (0.88, 0.98)
My father’s sister has an im-

portant role in my family.

King in politics 0,1 0.41 0.079 (0.0003, 0.35) 0.93 (0.88, 0.96)
The King of Tonga should

always have an important

role in Tonga politics.

Sibling adoption 0,1 0.0084 0.34 (0.33, 0.35) 0.74 (0.68, 0.80)

It is good to give your young

child to your brother or sis-

ter for adoption if he/she

asks for the child.

Democratic
reform good

0,1 -0.038 -0.42 (-0.48, -0.35) 0.56 (0.49, 0.65)
A move toward democratic

reform will be better for

Tonga.

Rank families 0,1 0.87 0.39 (0.066, 0.85) 0.80 (0.40)

It is important to recognize

which Tongan family is more

highly ranked than another

Tongan family.

Tongan language 0-8 0.41 0.12 (0.0031, 0.39) 8
How well can you read and

write in the Tongan lan-

guage?

Table 1: Parameter estimates of the migration-assimilation model (1) using maximum likelihood
and averaging of ethnographic data (see text for details). Parameter � is the diaspora assimila-
tion rate, ⇥ the recent migrant assimilation rate, and q the average trait measure in Tonga. 95%
confidence intervals are in parentheses. Higher values of the measured trait indicate greater profi-
ciency at a task or a positive response to a question. In italics are the actual questions used in the
ethnographic survey.

(Table 1) are used deterministically while stochastic simulation across probable values of ⇥ are used

to simulate the distribution of px(t). Figure 3 plots the result, describing the relative contributions

of diaspora and recent migrants to the trait value of several important cultural variants. Again,

since the stochastic portion of (6) only included simulating over probable values of ⇥ (using f(T )),

we can focus on the relative importance of the age of entry on cultural variation in the diaspora.

The general pattern described in Figure 3 is most traits show a decrease in expression with

some exception. Perhaps expected in the U.S. is the increase in those agreeing that democratic

reform in Tonga is good. Further, showing very little change through time is the attitude toward

adopting the children of siblings (“Sibling adoption”). For the rest of the traits, they are deceasing

in measure: the prevalence of a traditional marriage event (“First Sunday”), a positive view of the

10

overseas is also a major source of income. Migrants from the Kingdom of Tonga exhibit both rapid

cultural change and conservatism. Heavy migration since the 1950s to New Zealand, Australia,

and then the United States has resulted in large and small Tongan communities are now dispersed

across a wide range of urban and rural environments. In expatriate populations ethnographers

have documented the rapid changes regarding traditional behaviors and beliefs (Lee, 2003; Morton,

1998; Small, 1997). Most Tongan immigrants learn English and take jobs not found in Tonga.

Some argue that formal education generally reflects European curriculum that downplays Tongan

collectivist sentiments and traditional knowledge (Thaman, 1993). On the other hand, some basic,

highly valued elements of Tongan culture are much more conservative, especially Tongan family-

centered ceremonial life that reinforces strong ties to a very considerable extended family and

to religious organizations. Quantitative ethnographic work conducted by the author shows both

conservative and progressive patterns in Tongan diaspora culture (Figure 1). These patterns suggest

a theoretical framework that incorporates (a) the rates of cultural change among recent migrants

and the diaspora community along with (b) the scale of migration.

2.2 Migration-Assimilation Model of Diaspora Culture

Consider the following mathematical representation of assimilation and migration, a variant of the

original model of “cultural migration” by Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1981:158-159). Let p be the

average measure of cultural trait A among diaspora individuals and q the average measure of trait

A in the homeland source population. Then the population-level measure of trait A in the diaspora

from one time interval to another may be represented as,

p(t + 1) = (1� �)(1�m)p(t) + (1� ⇥)mq (1)

where � is the assimilation rate of diaspora individuals to the host population, ⇥ is the assimilation

rate of migrants, and m is the fraction of the diaspora population consisting of recent migrants

4

Migration-Assimilation Model of Diaspora Culture

diaspora 
contribution

recent migrant 
contribution

Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman (1981)



cooperation
Estimating parameters

Sarah MathewCarla Handley

Group benefit
Individual cost

>
1 − FST

FST
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transmission pathways
Model inspired

Kathryn Demps

honey collection
Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman (1981)



transmission pathways
Model inspired

Kathryn Demps

Kathryn Demps

“we infer age-dependent 
transmission pathways at 

different stages in the life cycle”

honey collection



innovation
Model inspired

“In general, there are few strong theoretical 
expectations about how age, sex, rank, and 
sociality affect innovation rates; we need 
natural history and observational studies to 
help guide theory.“


Susan Perry
Brendan Barrett Irene Godoy

dipping tail in 
tree hole to 
access water

10 years, 10 groups, 234 wild capuchin monkeys

• foraging — drinking water and processing food

•self-directed — enhancing comfort, dental 
hygiene, self-soothing, self stimulation

•social — forms of social interaction

• investigative — manipulations of objects (e.g. 
leaves, sand, porcupines, turtles)

Perry, S. E., Barrett, B. J., & Godoy, I. (2017). PNAS



innovation
Model inspired

• 187 innovations

• 127 performed once

• 41 performed by others in the same group


• domains

• 54 investigative

• 47 social

• 9 self-directed

• 17 foraging

Susan Perry
Brendan Barrett Irene Godoy

Perry, S. E., Barrett, B. J., & Godoy, I. (2017). PNAS



innovation
Model inspired

Susan Perry
Brendan Barrett Irene Godoy

Perry, S. E., Barrett, B. J., & Godoy, I. (2017). PNAS

• 187 innovations

• 127 performed once

• 41 performed by others in the same group


• domains

• 54 investigative

• 47 social

• 9 self-directed

• 17 foraging



a fieldworker’s dialogue with models

Me: hey! look what 
parameter m (migration, 
globalization) is doing to 
the world!


Me (again): yeah, but 
look how N (population 
size) influences m, 
scandalous!

more fieldwork < = > more models

e.g. 
estimating 
model 
parameters

strongweak

e.g. inspired by a 
model; theoretical 
holes; other 
concerns 
(measurement)



A dialogue with models



Why learn from others?



Should cultural traits 
be adopted because 
of their prevalence?



How do innovations spread?


